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Rent a Recorded Webinar
The Gossip Diet
Gossip can test boundaries, share feelings, opinions, and
information, and create social bonds. It also can destroy
reputations and careers, distort data, undermine
legitimate workplace initiatives, and bully, intimidate,
and vilify. A common complaint in many workplaces, yet
so many...Continue reading →

The Necessity of Joy
Joy allows healing, because it removes the stress of
grief and pain. Joy displaces anger, because in the joyful

moment, we grab the hand of our enemy so they can
join us in the dance. How do we model Joy for the
people we love? Joy, that over-the-edge state of
physical, emotional, intellectual...Continue reading →

50 Education Technology Tools
Every Teacher Should Know
About by GDC Team
Yet as with anything related to
technology, new tools are hitting the
market constantly and older ones rising
to prominence, broadening their scope,
or just adding new features that make
them better matches for education,
which can make it hard to keep up with
the newest and most useful tools even
for the most...Continue reading →

Featured Library Topics
Creating Standards For Consistently
Excellent Library Customer Service
Deciding to offer great library customer service is not
enough. Create concrete goals based on the responses
of the customers themselves: Do they say good things
about you? Come back? If so, is it because of how they
were treated, the expertise of your staff, the
quality... Continue reading →

Quick And Cheap Strategic Planning For The
Library
Strategic planning for your library should not cause
despair. A simple five-step model, which uses everyday

words and immediately identifies who is accountable for
each result, works especially well for smaller libraries,
where strategic planning for... Continue reading →

What We Take For Granted In
The 21st Century by Pat Wagner
1. Connect with clients and vendors in
minutes, for pennies–even internationally.
2. Store libraries of papers, books, videos,
and music, in an object smaller than a
cereal box.
3. Search and retrieve information across
the globe.
4. Schedule and hold meetings, pay bills,
order supplies and equipment, sign
contracts, no matter where you are.
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